IV INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON THE CARE OF CREATION LIFESTYLES FOR A NEW HUMANITY
8:30 am – 7 pm

More info at eofhome.org
the HOME for the ECONOMY of FRANCESCO

Aug 1st

2:30 – 4 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

GLOBAL COMPACT ON EDUCATION
THE POPE FRANCIS CALL TO A NEW EDUCATION
Antonella Sciarrone Alibrandi
Isabel Macuhane (Girl mover)
Rita Nascimento (moderator)

THE FARM OF FRANCESCO: COOPERATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE WORKSHOP
2:30 – 3:30 pm EoF GARDEN

THE EoF PATHWAY: A GOSPEL ECONOMY
2:30 – 3:30 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 514

ECONOMY OF FRANCESCO GLOSSARY BOOK LAUNCH
3 – 4 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 513

EMBARKING ON AN EoF MISSION IN A MAASAI COMMUNITY IN KENYA
3:30 – 4:30 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 514

PRÁTICAS DIGITAIS PARA A FORMAÇÃO ESPIRITUAL DOS JOVENS PORTUGUESE
4:30 – 5:30 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 513

POVERTY STOPLIGHT: THE PORTUGUESE REALITY
4:30 – 5:30 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 514
Aug 2nd

the HOME for
the ECONOMY
of FRANCESCO

2:30 – 2.45 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

WELCOME HOME
A VIDEO MESSAGE FROM EOF SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR

Luigino Bruni
followed by an artistic video performance by Sentinella

2:45 – 4 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

UNIVERSAL FRATERNITY
AS A WAY OF LIVING TOGETHER

Isabel Capeloa Gil
Joana Gomes (Finn Church Aid, Uganda)
Margarida Ferreira Marques (moderator)

HAPPINESS IN A FISHBOWL

4 – 5 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 513

FOSTER INCLUSION

4 – 5 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 514
Aug 3rd

2:30 – 2.45 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

CONTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE STORYTELLING
THE MAKING OF THE EoF FEATURE DOC FILM

Dawn Carpenter
(videoconference)

2:45 – 4 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

INTEGRAL ECOLOGY
ACQUISITIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Gael Giraud, s.j.
Margarida Mano (UCP)
Maria Villalonga (moderator)

CASACOMUM:
CONSCIENTIALIZAR,
CONECTAR, CUIDAR
PORTUGUESE

3:30 – 4:30 pm
EoF TALKS ROOM 513

LAUDATIO SI'
IN MOTION

3:30 – 4:30 pm
EoF TALKS ROOM 514
Aug 4th

**SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT**
*AN ECONOMY THAT FAVOURS THE COMMON GOOD*

Jeffrey Sachs
(recorded video)

2:30 – 2.45 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

**AN ECONOMY WITH A SOUL**

Gustavo Béliz
Julia Wdowin (EoF)
Filipe Santos (moderator)

2:30 – 4 pm EoF AUDITORIUM

**ECONOMICS AND THE COMMONS**

3:30 – 4:30 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 513

**WOULD YOU CARE FOR A DOUGNNUT ECONOMICS?**

3:30 – 4:30 pm EoF TALKS ROOM 514

7:30 – 10 pm

**THE HOME FOR THE ECONOMY OF FRANCESCO**

**GLOBAL EoF COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE**